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Fully updated and featuring more than 55,000 entries, this is the classic
English-German Dictionary

German-English

from Langenscheidt, the premier source for foreign language

reference tools. Students, teachers, travelers, and professionals can confidently rely on this
invaluable 2-in-1 volume that includes:

- Hundreds of new words reflecting today's cultural,

political, and technological changes, plus contemporary idioms and expressions - Full
pronunciation keys for both German and English entries - Comprehensive grammatical information
- The genitives and plurals of German nouns - Indicators as to whether a German verb is
conjugated with haben or sein - An alphabetical list of German and English irregular verbs - A
wealth of examples illustrating correct usage and meaning - A quick reference section on proper
names, weights and measures, and abbreviations - Easy-to-read typography, plus a helpful guide
to using the dictionary most effectively

The foreign language dictionary for people on the move!
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I received the book earlier than the expected delivery date that informed me. Generally speaking, it
is an excellent reference book for starters of German language. It contains common used words,
useful phrases, irregular verbs and pronunciation. More importantly, it is a truly "pocket" dictionary small, light, thus very portable. Highly recommended for starters. However, for professional, you
need more than that!

I am an advanced German student and I needed a dictionary to assist me while reading a book, and

this one is perfect for that. It has a very convenient size, but it contains everything that is essential to
a dictionary, things like gender, plurals, grammar and sentence examples. It has helped me improve
my progress in German since day one. Well worth the price!!

You can't go wrong with a Langenscheidt dictionary. This German - English, English - German
dictionary has served me well. This is a pocket book published by Simon and Schuster.

Lots of words, but very small print. Very difficult for my aging eyes to read--even with my reading
glasses. Good format.

This is a handy paperback dictionary that has sections for German-English and English-German.
This type of dictionary is relatively inexpensive compared to more exhaustive compilations. It is
satisfactory for general use with non-technical vocabulary. The user should be aware that German
is an inflected language that calls for agreement of modifiers with subjects, etc. For this reason no
short dictionary can provide the various inflected endings required by verbs, nouns, etc. that
represent agreements beween the various parts of speech. Usually, however, it will afford clues as
to the root words. Further, German nouns fit into groups that are sometimes referred to as genders.
This dictionary does not offer information on these particular distinctions. German idioms also are
litle represented. But even much more comprehensive dictionaries do not address all of the
structural issues for which the casual reader or translator may wish to have clarification or
assistance. A succinct way of highlighting the issue of translation is by acknowledging that a
dictionary's contents do not by themselves constitute a language, nor can a dictionary substitute for
learning a language. The slightly used copy that I purchased arrived in good condition.

Very complete, both for literary and conversational German. Thorough, easy to use, and handy to
carry if traveling. The lists of noun declensions and verb conjugations, especially the irregular verbs,
are worth the price of the book by themselves.

LOVE this German-English Dictionary. Wish it had a bit more conversational sections, but it is still a
great translation dictionary. Nice pocket size, so it is easy to carry around with you.

I had a copy decades ago, but with all the times I've moved since then I lost track of it. Now I'm
reviewing my German and replaced my missing copy. Latest edition is just as good as the previous

ones.
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